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Abstract—Multiagent systems (MASs) are distributed systems
with two or more intelligent agents. Formation control is a
significant control technique of MASs. To date, formation con-
trol on MASs is widely used in various fields, such as robots,
spacecrafts, satellites, and unmanned aerial/surface/underwater
vehicles. However, there is a relatively small body of literature
that is concerned with security problems of formation control on
MASs in past years. Our research represents the first step toward
developing security attacks of formation control on MASs. Our
study aims to investigate potential security problems of formation
control on a multirobot system for the first time. We propose two
kinds of control-level attacks and each kind of attack includes
several specific attack forms. Then, we discuss specific features
of formation control on a classical multirobot system and utilize
theoretical analyses to illustrate how cyberattacks can influence
the physical movements of robots. The experimental results of
the proposed attacks show that attacks can easily interrupt for-
mation movements of a multirobot system and several carefully
designed attacks even can cause irreversible loss.

Index Terms—Cyber attacks, formation control, multiagent
systems (MASs), robot mobility.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THE last few decades, there has been a surge of
interest in the development of various multiagent systems

(MASs) [1], [2]. MASs are distributed systems with two or
more intelligent agents [3]. In contrast to a single agent, agents
in MASs can cooperatively solve complicated problems with
good efficiency, robustness, and reliability.

As one of the most active research topics within the
field of MASs, formation control attracts considerable interest
since the formation control has widespread applications [2],
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[4]. Up to now, formation techniques apply to many fields.
For spacecrafts or satellites, the formation can allow each
agent to stay in a stable distance that can share sig-
nal processing and exchange information. For unmanned
aerial/surface/underwater vehicles, formation control is widely
used in surveillance and searching objects. Aerial vehicle
formation can transport goods and overcome the payload lim-
itation of a single aerial vehicle. With the development of
formation control, this control technique will be more widely
used in various fields in the future. Formation control aims
to maintain agents in a predefined shape while the formation
moves as a cohesive group.

To maintain a formation shape, agents need to exchange
information (e.g., displacement, speed, and/or orientation
information) via communication. Wired communication,
which is widely used in many control systems, can ensure
security by access restrictions since devices in wired networks
are physically connected by cables. However, due to the mobil-
ity feature of formation control in MASs, wires are unaccept-
able in many cases. Compared with wired networks, wireless
networks have a broadcast nature so that both legitimate and
malicious users can access wireless networks [5]. Broadcast
communication makes wireless networks more vulnerable than
wired networks [6], [7]. A malicious user in a wireless network
could modify or disrupt data in communication channels.

Similar to the traditional control systems, MASs are vul-
nerable to malicious attacks. Thus, far, several preliminary
studies about the security issues of MASs appear. LeBlanc
and Koutsoukos [8] investigated the robust consensus control
for MASs in the situations that a part of agents is compro-
mised. Shames et al. [9] focused on detecting, isolating, and
removing a fault agent in MASs. With the consideration that
compromising communication channels is more common than
compromising agents, the literature has grown up around the
theme of which one or more communication channels are
suffered attacks. Feng et al. [10] achieved secure consensus
tracking for MASs with connected and disconnected switching
topologies caused by connectivity-maintained/broken attacks.
Unlike deterministic attacks in [10], Feng et al. [11] studied
secure consensus tracking for MASs under strategic attacks in
cyberspace whose dynamics are captured by a random Markov
process. He et al. [12] considered secure synchronization
of MASs in the situations that sensor-to-controller channels
are suffered by false-data injection attacks. Ding et al. [13]
studied the observer-based event-triggering consensus control
problem for MASs with attacks in which can cause probabilis-
tic packet dropouts in a sensor-to-controller channel. Zhu and
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Martinez [14] proposed a variation of the receding-horizon
control protocol to tackle replay attacks in which the con-
trol signals are maliciously repeated in controller-to-actuator
channels. Receding-horizon control is a method to solve finite
time-constrained optimization problems based on iteration.
Furthermore, Li et al. [15] achieved an event-triggered con-
sensus control for MASs under false-data injection attacks in
both sensor-to-controller and controller-to-actuators channels.
Zhang et al. [16] tackled with resilient control of a net-
worked control system under denial-of-service (DoS) attacks.
The closed-loop system in [16] is modeled as a periodic
sampled-data control system by introducing a logic proces-
sor to capture information about the duration time of each
DoS attack. Moreover, Zhang et al. [16] utilized a looped
functional method to check whether the system can main-
tain closed-loop stability when under DoS attacks. In [17],
an event-triggered load frequency control for MASs under
DoS attacks is discussed. Peng et al. [17] designed a resilient
event-triggering communication scheme to tolerate a degree of
packet losses induced by DoS attacks. In [18], a switching-like
event-triggered communication scheme is proposed to improve
communication efficiency. Compared with the resilient event-
triggered communication scheme in [17], the proposed com-
munication scheme can reduce the number of transmitted
packets by actively choosing the appropriate event-triggered
communication scheme. Shao and Ye [19] and Zhang and
Ye [20] dealt with the issue of the secure control design
for MASs under DoS attacks. In [19], a fault-tolerant and
anti-attack control method is designed by combining a back-
stepping technique with an event-triggered strategy. Zhang
and Ye [20] designed a distributed event-triggered controller
with a specific topology to guarantee the system consensus
under mode-switching DoS attacks. Based on recent theoret-
ical developments of control issues, a survey of trends and
techniques in networked control systems is presented in [21].
Zhang et al. [21] discussed recent literature on security control
based on data availability and integrity attacks.

As the above literature review, researchers show an
increased interest in the security of MASs. However, to date,
most literature in the security fields of MAS only focuses
on attack detection or attack-resilient control. There is a lack
of research about specific system features and attacks based
on representative control protocols or applications of MASs.
Different systems have different features. In addition, a spe-
cific attack also has different effects when the attack launches
on different systems or applications. For instance, a DoS attack
can keep the windows of a car opening by blocking window
systems [22]. Nevertheless, DoS attacks for smart grids can
cause a blackout or serious disasters [23], [24] and DoS attacks
can also attack domain name systems causing more than half
of the Internet of USA to collapse [25]. The above three cases
have different hazard levels in realistic. Research on security
problems is necessary to consider the specific systems and spe-
cific applications. In this article, we aim to investigate system
features and attacks based on a classical formation control
method of multirobot systems. Although formation control is
a significant topic in MAS fields, the security of formation
control is still not explored. Before extensively studying attack

detection or attack-resilient control methods, we need to inves-
tigate potential attacks based on specific features of multirobot
formation systems and analyze attack effects theoretically. The
contributions of this article are summarized as follows.

1) Previous literature mainly assumes that attackers aim to
destabilize systems dynamics by intercepting communi-
cation (DoS attacks) or injecting false data (false-data
injection attacks). Then, researchers try to overcome
attacks through fault-tolerant control or resilient con-
trol. In this article, it is the first time in the literature
that a series of attacks is designed with a target to
formation control protocols on a classical multirobot
formation system, and achieve attack purposes without
destabilizing systems in a stealthy way. To cause phys-
ical effects on robot formation control, the proposed
attacks focus on influencing robot displacements and
speeds. The displacement attacks can cause robots to
deviate from desired positions. Moreover, by elaborately
designing, the displacement attacks can hijack robot
swarm to a predefined region. For speed attacks, the pur-
poses are increasing energy consumption and reducing
work efficiency by slowing robot speeds. We hope that
our work can stimulate more research in this direction
soon.

2) To show the effects of the proposed attacks, we design
the system features and control objectives, and pro-
vide theoretical analyses to illustrate how cyberattacks
utilize system features to cause an impact on control
objectives.

3) We design several experiments to verify the attack
effects. The experimental results of the proposed
attacks show that attacks can easily interrupt formation
movements of a multirobot system and several carefully
designed attacks even can cause irreversible loss.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe a classical formation control pro-
tocol and a typical MAS. Based on the protocol and the
system, we design a series of attacks and analyze these attacks
in Sections III and IV, respectively. The attack experimen-
tal results are shown in Section V. Finally, conclusions and
several future directions are reported in Section VI.

Throughout this article, notations are summarized in Table I.

II. FORMATION CONTROL ON MULTIAGENT SYSTEMS

In this article, we consider a robot swarm with N non-
holonomic differentially driven mobile robots, where N is the
number of robots in formation. The ith robot is modeled by
the following nonholonomic dynamic:

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ẋr
xi(t) = vr

i (t) cosφi(t)
ẋr

yi(t) = vr
i (t) cosφi(t)

φ̇i(t) = wi(t),
v̇r

i (t) = Fi(t)
mi

ẇi(t) = γi(t)
Ji

i = 1, 2, . . . ,N (1)

where [xr
xi(t), xr

yi(t)]
T ∈ R

2 is the Cartesian coordinates of
the inertial position of the ith robot; φi(t) ∈ R is the heading
angle; wi(t) ∈ R and vr

i ∈ R are the angular velocity and linear
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS

velocity, respectively; Fi(t) ∈ R is the applied force; γi(t) ∈ R

is the applied torque; mi ∈ R is the ith robot mass; and Ji ∈ R

is the moment of inertia.
The motion equations (1) can be rewritten as

ϑ̇i(t)=p(ϑi(t))+ qiψi(t) (2)

where ϑi(t) = (xr
xi(t), xr

yi(t), φi(t), vr
i (t),wi(t))T ∈ R

5, ψi(t) =
(Fi(t), γi(t)) ∈ R

2, p(·) and qi can be inferred from (1) [26].
As shown in Fig. 1, define a point xi(t) as a hand position

of the ith robot. The point xi(t) lies a distance li along the line
that is perpendicular to the wheel axis and intersects xr

i (t) =
[xr

xi(t), xr
yi(t)]

T . xi(t) can be presented as follows:

xi(t) = xr
i (t)+ li

(
cosφi(t)
sinφi(t)

)

. (3)

The definition of hand position is useful in some appli-
cations. For example, robots are equipped with grippers at
their hand positions and robots need to utilize grippers to
cooperatively move an object [27].

The system in (2) with output in (3) has constant relative
degree and the degree equals to two. The system in (2) can
be output feedback linearized about the hand position [26].
Using the diffeomorphism map in [26] and transformed coor-
dinates, the output feedback linearizing control input can be

given by

ψi(t) =
(

1
mi

cosφi(t) −Li
Ji

sinφi(t)
1

mi
sinφi(t)

Li
Ji

cosφi(t)

)−1

∗
[

ui(t)−
(−vr

i (t)wi(t) sinφi(t)− liwi(t)2 cosφi(t)
vr

i (t)wi(t) cosφi(t)− liwi(t)2 sinφi(t)

)]

where ui(t) is an additional control input, which can be
designed for robot formation. ui(t) is obtained from (6) and
determined by position and speed information of the robot
itself and the robot neighbors.

The input–output dynamics of robot hand is described by
the following double integrator system [26]:

{
ẋi(t) = vi(t),
v̇i(t) = ui(t),

i = 1, 2, . . . ,N (4)

where xi(t), vi(t), and ui(t) denote the position, speed, and
control input of robot i, respectively.

Remark 1: In formation control fields, all of the non-
holonomic mobile robots, unmanned aerial vehicles, and
autonomous underwater vehicles can be described by double
integrator systems [28]–[32]. Moreover, Lawton et al. [26],
Dong et al. [28], and Wang et al. [29] demonstrated their
theoretical results on practical hardware platforms. Therefore,
for the rest of this article, we utilize the model (4) to
analyze the proposed attacks since we believe that double
integrator systems have a wide range of applications. To
simple expression, for the rest of this article, we use xi(t)
and vi(t) to denote positions and speeds of the ith robot,
respectively.

We adopt the formation control strategy in [26] and define M
formation patterns as Pj = {x1j, . . . , xNj}, where j = 1, . . . ,M.
For each robot i, there exist j = 1, . . . ,M formation patterns.
xij is the desired position of robot i in the formation pattern
Pj. All Pj are prestored in robot memories. Once all robots
arrive xij, the robots update the formation pattern from Pj to
Pj+1 and move toward xi(j+1) in Pj+1. Thus, the robots can
arrive at a series of the desired positions in order, and the
robot trajectories can be planned by designing Pj.

There are two control objectives of robot formation. The
first objective is to let robots arrive at desired positions. The
second objective is to maintain a fixed formation shape during
moving. Define error functions for both two control objectives
as follows.

For the first control objective, define Egj(t) =
∑N

i=1 x̃T
ij (t)Kgx̃ij(t) as the goal seeking error, where

x̃ij(t) = xi(t) − xij and Kg is a product of an identity
matrix and a positive integer. The subscript character g
represents goal seeking. Egj(t) describes the error between
current robot positions and the desired robot positions in
Pij. Note that Egj(t) = 0 if and only if x̃ij(t) = 0 for all i.
Therefore, when Egj(t) = 0, all robots arrive at the desired
positions in Pij.

For the second control objective, define Efj(t) =∑
i=〈N〉(x̃ij(t)− x̃(i+1)j(t))TKf (x̃ij(t)− x̃(i+1)j(t)) as the forma-

tion synchronization error, where Kf (t) is a product of an
identity matrix and a positive integer. The subscript char-
acter f represents formation synchronization. The notation
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Fig. 1. Nonholonomic differentially driven mobile robot.

Fig. 2. Formation topology.

i = 〈N〉 indicates summation around the formation ring, par-
ticularly, x̃(N+1)j = x̃1j. Efj(t) describes the synchronization
error between neighboring robots. Note that Efj(t) = 0 if and
only if x̃ij = x̃(i+1)j for all i. Therefore, when Efj(t) = 0, all
robots maintain the perfect formation shape.

Thus, the total formation error can be presented by E(t)

Ej(t) = Egj(t)+ Efj(t)

=
∑

i=〈N〉

[
x̃T

ij(t)Kgx̃ij(t)+ (
x̃ij(t)− x̃(i+1)j(t)

)T
Kf

× (
x̃ij(t)− x̃(i+1)j(t)

)]
(5)

where Kg and Kf weight the relative importance of goal seek-
ing and formation synchronization. The subscript character g
and f represent goal seeking and formation synchronization,
respectively. The formation control objective is to derive Ej(t)
to zero asymptotically, for all j = 1, . . . ,M.

A bidirectional ring topology of the mobile robot swarm is
shown as Fig. 2. Stars in Fig. 2 represent the desired positions

of the robots. Each robot needs to transmit x̃ij(t) and ẋ(t)i
information to its neighbors. In order to let (5) converge to zero
asymptotically, Lawton et al. [26] proposed a control protocol

ui(t) = −Kgx̃ij(t)− Dgẋi(t)

− Kf
(
x̃ij(t)− x̃(i−1)j(t)

)− Df (ẋi(t)− ẋi−1(t))

− Kf
(
x̃ij(t)− x̃(i+1)j(t)

)− Df (ẋi(t)− ẋi+1(t)) (6)

where Kg, Dg, Kf , and Df are the products of identity matrices
and different positive numbers. In (6), the first two terms are
used to let the robot i arrive the desired position in Pij. The
third and fourth terms are used to maintain formation with
robot i−1. The last two terms are used to maintain formation
with robot i + 1.

III. PROPOSED AND ADOPTED ATTACKS

Based on the system and the control technique in Section II,
we propose two kinds of attacks. One kind of proposed attacks
focuses on attacking robot displacement and the other kinds of
proposed attacks focus on attacking robot speeds. Each kind
of proposed attacks includes several attack forms. Moreover,
to achieve the proposed attacks, we adopt man-in-the-middle
(MITM) attacks to compromise the communication channels.
We further adopt and discuss jamming attacks to directly block
communication. The proposed attacks and adopted attacks are
summarized and shown in Fig. 3.

To implement proposed attacks, we have several basic
assumptions as follows.

Basic Assumptions:
1) A1: An attacker has basic abilities of calculation,

information storage, and communication;
2) A2: The attacker can intercept the communication chan-

nel between two robots; the attacker can modify or
replace control information and transmit the elaborate
control information to one robot;

3) A3: Before attacks, robots keep the desired formation
shape and move toward predefined destinations.

Remark 2: To cause physical effects on robot formation
control, the proposed attacks focus on influencing robot dis-
placements and speeds. The displacement attacks can cause
robots to deviate from desired positions. Moreover, by elab-
orately designing, the displacement attacks can hijack robot
swarm to a predefined region. For speed attacks, the pur-
poses are increasing energy consumption and reducing work
efficiency by slowing robot speeds.

A. Displacement Attacks

In this section, we design a series of displacement attacks.
The displacement attacks can be further classified into
displacement-bias attacks and displacement-hijacking attacks.

1) Displacement-Bias Attacks: Displacement-bias attacks
aim to achieve that the entire formation cannot arrive the
desired positions by injecting displacement biases. Consider
that the communication channel from the robot i to the robot
i−1 is compromised. A basic kind of displacement-bias attacks
is that an attacker injects a constant displacement bias xa into
x̃ij(t), where xa is a vector and not parallel with vector x̃ij(t).
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Fig. 3. Classification of formation control attacks. (a) Proposed attacks. (b) Adopted attacks.

Then, the attacker transmits the modified position information
χij(t) = x̃ij(t)+ xa to robot i − 1.

In the situations without the constant displacement-bias
attacks, robot i transmits x̃ij(t) to robot i − 1. x̃ij(t) vectors
can decrease to zero when robot i arrives to the desired posi-
tion. When the attack is launched, the modified vector χij(t) is
transmitted to the robot i−1 and χij(t) vectors cannot decrease
to zero since the xa vector always exists. Therefore, robot i−1
cannot arrive its desired positions since the displacement of
robot i − 1 is effected by χij(t). The displacement of robot
i − 1 has further impacts on the displacement of robot i − 2
and i. All robots finally have a constant deviation from desired
positions.

In addition, we propose two general variant displacement-
bias attacks as follows.

1) Time-Varying Displacement-Bias Attacks: A time-
varying attack modifies displacement information by
λ(t) with time, where λ(t) can be a continuous or a
discrete function

χij(t) = x̃ij(t)+ λ(t)xa. (7)

2) Random Displacement-Bias Attacks: A random attack
is that injected displacement can randomly be changed
within domain (xl

a, xu
a), where xl

a and xu
a denote the lower

and upper magnitude bounds of the bias, respectively

χij(t) = x̃ij(t)+ rand
(

xl
a, xu

a

)
. (8)

Equation χij(t) = x̃ij(t)+xa is a particular case of (7) and (8)
when λ(t) = 1 and xl

a = xu
a, respectively.

The effects of displacement-bias attacks are analyzed in the
next section.

2) Displacement-Hijacking Attacks: For Displacement-
hijacking attacks, the displacement information x̃ij(t) are
intercepted and replaced by attack messages to hijack the

entire robot swarm. Similar to displacement-bias attacks,
displacement-hijacking attacks also cause that robots can-
not arrive at desired positions. However, attacks messages
of displacement-hijacking attacks are carefully designed to
achieve hijacking purposes, which have significant and neg-
ative effects.

Displacement-hijacking attacks aim to change movements
of a robot swarm and remotely control the robot swarm so
that attackers can capture the entire robot swarm or let the
robot swarm collide with obstacles (e.g., walls or rocks).

Based on attack effects, displacement-hijacking attacks can
be further divided into path-hijacking attacks and destination-
hijacking attacks. Path-hijacking attacks directly control the
movement directions and distance of robots. Attackers mod-
ify the path of robots by sequential different attack messages.
Destination-hijacking attacks do not concern the path of robots
but achieve that robots directly arrive at a predefined region
by a constant attack message.

Consider that a robot formation swarm, as described in
Section II, is under the path-hijacking attacks. Once the
attacker compromises an ongoing communication between
robot i and i − 1, the attacker records the instantaneous
position information x̃in

ij . Based on the instantaneous position
information, the attacker can calculate and derive the attack
messages ξ

ξ = b

[
cosα − sinα
sinα cosα

]

x̃in
ij (9)

where b ∈ (0,∞), α ∈ (−π, π), and α �= 0. α is used to
change movement directions of the robot swarm and b is used
to change movement distance of the robot swarm.

Then, the attacker transmits the attack messages ξ to the
robot i − 1 and does not need to modify any other control
messages. After receiving the attack messages, the movement
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direction and distance of the robots will change. Moreover,
the attacker can adjust b and α and sequentially transmit dif-
ferent ξ . Then, the path of the robot swarm can be controlled
by attackers.

For destination-hijacking attacks, if an attacker can obtain
the position information xi(t) of robot i, then the destination-
hijacking attacks can be implemented. Unlike path-hijacking
attacks, which can change robot paths, the destination-
hijacking attacks can directly hijack the robot swarm to a
predefined destination region. Suppose that the center of the
predefined destination region is at the point θ . Once the
attacker compromises an ongoing communication between
robot i and i − 1, the attacker can obtain x̃ij(t) from robot
i. Based on xi(t), the attacker can calculate xij = xi(t)− x̃ij(t).
Then, the attacker transmits the attack message η to robot i−1

η = θ − (
xi(t)− x̃ij(t)

)

= θ − xij. (10)

After receiving the attack message η, robot i − 1 needs to
adjust its positions to keep synchronization with η. Since the
physical meaning of η is that robot i stays at position θ , the
robot i − 1 and the entire robot swarm move toward θ .

The purpose of two kinds of hijacking attacks is the same
and both aim to remotely control the movement of robots. The
difference between two kinds of hijacking attacks is that ξ
can directly control the path of robots, whereas η can directly
control robots to a predefined destination region but cannot
determine the path of how to arrive at the region.

The effects of displacement-hijacking attacks are analyzed
in the next section.

B. Speed Attacks

Suitable speeds can ensure that robots fulfill tasks in time.
As described in Section II, robot speeds are determined by the
control protocol (6). Position information x̃ij(t) = xi(t) − xij
has further impacts on control protocol (6). For the original
system without attacks, when robots move toward their desired
position xij, the robot speeds decrease since magnitudes of
robot speeds are determined by x̃ij(t) magnitudes. Once all
robots arrive xij, they update formation patterns and generate
new speeds to move toward xi(j+1).

The speed attacks aim to reduce work efficiency and
increase energy consumption by slowing robot speeds. Once
an attacker compromises an ongoing channel between robot
i and robot i − 1, the attacker modifies speed information
and transmits attack messages (modified speed information)
to robot i − 1. Based on different attack effects, we design
two kinds of attack messages τ and ε

τi=cẋi(t)

where c ∈ (0, 1)

εi = edtẋi(t)

where d ∈ (0, 1) and e ∈ (0,∞).
The attack messages τi aim to reduce the speed proportion-

ally, and c is a parameter to determine reduced proportion. The
attack messages εi aim to gradually reduce speeds with time.

Fig. 4. MITM attacks. (a) Exchanged ARP messages. (b) ARP table.

When d ∈ (0, 1), the exponential function dt is asymptotic to
zero, where d is used to adjust asymptotic rate and t is a time
parameter. e can change the initial value of dt.

Once robot i − 1 receives attack messages, it tries to keep
pace with the modified speed information. Meanwhile, the
other robots also try to maintain synchronization with robot
i − 1. Finally, the entire robot swarm is influenced by attack
messages. The speed attacks are stealthy since these attacks do
not disrupt tasks directly. Under speed attacks, a robot swarm
keeps performing tasks, but robots need to spend more time
and energy than usual.

The effects of speed attacks are analyzed in the next section.

C. Compromising Communication Channels

To achieve the above attacks, we adopt an MITM attack to
intercept, modify, change, or replace target robots’ communi-
cation traffic [33].

Mobile robots can communicate with each other through
Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, near-field communication (NFC), long-term
evolution (LTE), and ZigBee. The MITM attack can launch
in all the above communication channels [33]–[35]. Suppose
that robots’ formation in Section II communicates via Wi-Fi.
We explain how the MITM attack compromises communica-
tion channels in Wi-Fi networks as an example. MITM attacks
work on other networks are similar.

In the Wi-Fi networks, each robot has an Internet proto-
col (IP) address to indicate source and destination addresses.
When robots send data over Wi-Fi, an IP address must be
mapped to a media access control (MAC) address since the
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MAC address is used in IEEE 802 networking technologies.
A MAC address is a unique identifier assigned to a network
interface controller. An address resolution protocol (ARP) is
used to map an IP address to a MAC address and works on
modern Wi-Fi networks. The MITM attacks can be achieved
by spoofing ARP. How to spoof ARP and launch MITM
attacks are illustrated as follows.

Consider a network: the attacker Eve (IP = 192.168.0.001,
MAC = EE:EE:EE:EE:EE:EE), legitimate robot Alice
(IP = 192.168.0.002, MAC = AA:AA:AA:AA:AA:AA),
legitimate robot Bob (IP = 192.168.0.003,
MAC = BB:BB:BB:BB:BB:BB).

First, Alice sends the ARP request message to all the other
robots on the network by broadcast, “send the MAC address of
192.168.0.003 to 192.168.0.002.” All robots receive the ARP
request, but only Bob answers the MAC address in a uni-
cast ARP reply message with the IP-MAC address pair. Alice
updates the ARP cache after receiving the ARP reply from
Bob. However, ARP is a stateless protocol and stateless pro-
tocols handle each request–response pair as an independent
event. Alice automatically updates entries in the cache after
receiving every ARP replies even though Alice never sends a
corresponding ARP request. Thus, cache entries can be eas-
ily fabricated by Eve since ARP lacks a proper authentication
mechanism [36]. This vulnerability causes an attack, called
ARP spoof (also known as ARP cache poisoning).

Based on the ARP spoof technique, Eve sends the
ARP replay message (IP = 192.168.0.003, MAC =
EE:EE:EE:EE:EE:EE) to Alice and the ARP replay message
(IP = 192.168.0.002, MAC = EE:EE:EE:EE:EE:EE) to Bob,
as shown in Fig. 4(a). Then, Alice and Bob update their ARP
cache, as shown in Fig. 4(b). When Bob or Alice wants to send
a message to the other, the message will be sent to Eve. Eve
can modify the message before forwarding the message to Bob
or Alice. The MITM attack is launched in the communication
channel between Alice and Bob.

D. Jamming Attacks

We can also directly block robot communication through
jamming attacks. Jamming attacks are a kind of denial of
service attacks and can prevent robots from communicating
by keeping the communicating medium busy [37], [38]. One
drawback of jamming attacks is that they lack stealthiness
since the caused problems are easily noticed.

In this section, we adopt jamming attacks to block commu-
nication among robots. The robots can utilize real-time control
information before being attacked. Once the jamming attacks
are launched, robots on both ends of the jammed communi-
cation only use the last control information that is stored in
robot memories before being attacked.

To understand the impacts of jamming attacks on control
protocols, we explain a basic case in which the communication
between two robots is continuously jammed. Once the attacker
jams the communication between robot i and robot i − 1 at
time n, the robot i and i−1 cannot update control information
from each other. During the jamming period, the robot i uses
x̃(i−1)j(n) and ẋi−1(n) to calculate its control protocol (6). The

robot i − 1 is similar and uses x̃(i)j(n) and ẋi(n) during the
jamming period. x̃(i−1)j(n), ẋi−1(n), x̃(i)j(n), and ẋi(n) are con-
stant and cannot update with time. Therefore, the impacts of
jamming attacks on the control protocol are equivalent to that
an attacker transmits a pair of attack messages x̃(i−1)j(n) and
ẋi−1(n) to robot i, meanwhile, also transmits x̃(i)j(n) and ẋi(n)
to robot i − 1.

Extending the above basic case, attackers can launch jam-
ming attacks intermittently since a kind of jamming attack
switches between the sleep state and work state to save
attackers’ energy. The intermittent jamming attacks block
communication during work state. For each blocking interval,
the robots, which are affected by attacks, use the last control
information before blocking communication. When a blocking
interval is over, robots try to restart communication with neigh-
bors and update control protocols. If the communication can
be restored before the next blocking intervals, robots would
keep on moving toward their desired positions and recover
their formation shape.

To improve jamming effectiveness, jamming attacks can be
launched at different locations of a robot swarm. Multiple-
location jamming attacks cause impacts on control protocols
and are similar to the basic case. Each robot, in which com-
munication is blocked, uses the last control information before
blocking.

Trigger mechanisms of jamming attacks can be divided
into active jamming attacks and reactive jamming attacks.
The active jamming attacks are launched by attackers on pur-
pose and the reactive jamming attacks are launched when
attack targets are detected. The two trigger mechanisms can
be applied to different situations. To achieve jamming attacks,
we can remotely control one or more malicious robots to
get close to the legitimate robots and launch active jamming
attacks. Another strategy is that putting malicious robots on
the path ahead of the legitimate robots. When the malicious
robots observe the network activity of the legitimate robots,
the malicious robots launch reactive jamming attacks.

IV. SYSTEM AND ATTACK ANALYSIS

In this section, we first study the system in Section II to
help understand attack mechanisms. Then, we analyze how
the displacement and speed attacks influence robot trajectories
and speeds.

A. System Analysis

Every kind of control systems has their own specific fea-
tures. For the formation control system in Section II, four
significant features are summarized as follows.

1) First Feature Is Wireless Networks: Since formation
multirobots cooperatively move to perform tasks, they
need to communicate with each other through wire-
less networks in most situations. Wireless networks have
broadcast characters. The broadcast characters cause
wireless communications more vulnerable than wired
communications to malicious attacks.

2) Second Feature Is Control Information: Control
information is vital for every control system. Traditional
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Fig. 5. Features.

industry systems directly transmit control information
from controllers to actuators. However, in multirobot
formation systems, robots not only transmit control
information to their actuators but also need to share a
part of control information with other robots through
wireless communication.

3) Third Feature Is the Formation Control Protocol Itself:
The formation control protocol aims to drive robots to
the desired positions while maintaining the predefined
shape. As shown in (6), the control protocol exchanges
x̃ij(t) and ẋi to keep a robot synchronize with its neigh-
bors. Once a robot’s positions or speeds are affected
by attacks, the robot neighbors also need to adjust their
positions or speeds to maintain the formation shape.

4) Fourth Feature Is Robot Mobility: In multirobot forma-
tion systems, mobility is basic and necessary in many
applications (e.g., surveillance, searching objects, etc.).
Unlike other traditional control systems, once robots are
under cyber attacks, robots can be hijacked in the phys-
ical sense and be controlled to move to an unknown
place. Thus, the robot owners do not have a chance to
repair robots and lost the robots forever.

The above four features are closely related, as shown in
Fig. 5. Since wireless networks have broadcast nature, con-
trol information is exposed to malicious users. If malicious
attackers access a communication channel, they can modify
or replace control information and transmit unreliable control
information to one robot. Then, the robot trajectories or speeds
change. Due to formation control protocols, the robot further
causes impacts on its neighbor robots. Mobility is a necessary
character for many formation applications and results in the
need for wireless communication.

In addition to the above features, control objectives are
also worth mentioning. According to (5), there are two con-
trol objectives. The first objective is that let all robots arrive
desired positions. The second objective is to keep robots syn-
chronization. The objectives are achieved based on the control
protocol (6). Therefore, the control protocol has two abilities:
1) goal seeking and 2) formation maintenance.

B. Attack Analyses

In this section, we analyze that cyber attacks on the con-
trol protocol can cause what impacts on control objectives by
utilizing the above features.

When the magnitude or direction of information xi(t), vi(t),
or ui(t) is influenced by attack messages, we add a super-
script c on the information, such as xc

i (t). Consider that an
attacker transmits attack messages to robot a. The attack mes-
sages directly poison the control protocol of robot a. Then, the
control protocol of robot a contains the attack messages and
can be rewritten as uc

a(t). Based on the (4), the attack mes-
sages further influence robot speeds and positions. We can
obtain xc

a(t) and ẋc
a(t) in which also include a part of attack

messages. Then, robot a transmits xc
a(t) and ẋc

a(t) to robot a+1
and robot a−1. Therefore, the control protocol of robot a+1
and robot a − 1 is also poisoned by attack messages. By the
analogy, the control protocols of all robots are influenced by
attack messages and the entire double integrator system can
be rewritten as

{
ẋc

i (t) = vc
i (t),

v̇c
i (t) = uc

i (t),
i = 1, 2, . . . ,N. (11)

Based on (11), we can rewrite the control protocol (6) and
the formation error equation (5) as

uc
i (t) = −Kgx̃c

ij(t)− Dgẋc
i (t)

− Kf

(
x̃c

ij(t)− x̃c
(i−1)j(t)

)
− Df

(
ẋc

i (t)− ẋc
i−1(t)

)

− Kf

(
x̃c

ij(t)− x̃c
(i+1)j(t)

)
− Df

(
ẋc

i (t)− ẋc
i+1(t)

)

(12)

where x̃c
ij(t) = xc

i (t)− xij

Ec
j (t) = Ec

gj(t)+ Ec
fj(t)

=
∑

i=〈N〉

[

x̃c
ij(t)

TKgx̃c
ij(t)+

(
x̃c

ij(t)− x̃c
(i+1)j(t)

)T
Kf

×
(

x̃c
ij(t)− x̃c

(i+1)j(t)
)]

. (13)

For the original system, the control protocol (6) aims to
drive robots to move to a series of desired positions and main-
tain a formation shape. The control objectives are presented
by error equation (5). When the error equation (5) is derived
to zero asymptotically by the control protocol (6), the robots
can satisfy control objectives.

Similar to the control protocol (6) and error equation (5), the
new error equation (13) also can be derived to zero asymptoti-
cally by the new control protocol (12). However, the meaning
of new error equation (13) is different with original error equa-
tion (5). Based on the new error equation (13), we analyze
whether control objectives still can be achieved under attacks.
We provide two theorems for displacement attacks and speed
attacks, respectively.

Theorem 1: Based on basic Assumptions A1–A3, under
displacement attacks, the trajectories of robots are deviated Hi

from the original trajectories, where Hi are deviated displace-
ment vectors for each robot i. Hi are nonzero and not parallel
with vectors x̃ij(t). The robots cannot arrive predefined xij in
formation patterns Pj, but can still keep the formation shape.

Proof of Theorem 1: According to the proposed displace-
ment attacks in Section III, the attack messages are not parallel
with original displacement vectors. Suppose that the robot a
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directly receives attack messages Ad from robot a − 1. Based
on the control protocol (6), the original control protocol of
robot a is presented as follows:

ua(t) = −Kgx̃aj(t)− Dgẋa(t)

− Kf
(
x̃aj(t)− x̃(a−1)j(t)

)− Df (ẋa(t)− ẋa−1(t))

− Kf
(
x̃aj(t)− x̃(a+1)j(t)

)− Df (ẋa(t)− ẋa+1(t)).

(14)

When displacement vectors x̃(a−1)j(t) from robot a − 1 are
replaced by attack messages Ad, the original control protocol
ua(t) is poisoned and can be rewritten as follows:

uc
a(t) = −Kgx̃aj(t)− Dgẋa(t)

− Kf
(
x̃aj(t)− Ad

)− Df (ẋa(t)− ẋa−1(t))

− Kf
(
x̃aj(t)− x̃(a+1)j(t)

)− Df (ẋa(t)− ẋa+1(t)).

Then, we can obtain that

uc
a(t)− ua(t) = Kf Ad − Kf x̃(a−1)j(t)

= Kf
(
Ad − x̃(a−1)j(t)

)
. (15)

Let Ḧa = Kf (Ad − x̃(a−1)j(t)). Kf is a product of an identity
matrix and a positive integer. The identity matrix does not
change the vector direction of Ad − x̃(a−1)j(t). Attack mes-
sages Ad are not parallel with original displacement vectors
x̃(a−1)j(t). Therefore, Ḧa is a nonzero vector and not parallel
with vector x̃(a−1)j(t).

As described in basic Assumptions A1–A3, robots keep the
desired formation shape before attacks. The displacement vec-
tors and speed vectors in (14) have the same direction and
all these vectors are parallel with the original control protocol
ua(t). Therefore, since Ḧa is not parallel with vector x̃(a−1)j(t),
Ḧa is not parallel with ua(t). Then, we can obtain (15) as
uc

a(t) = ua(t) + Ḧa, where Ḧa is a nonzero vector and not
parallel with vector ua(t).

The input–output dynamics of each robot is described in
(11). Based on the new control protocol uc

a(t) = ua(t)+Ḧa, the
input–output dynamics of robot a can be rewritten as v̇c

a(t) =
uc

a(t) = ua(t) + Ḧa and ẋc
a(t) = vc

a(t) = va(t) + Ḣa. The new
trajectory of robot a is xc

a(t) = xa(t) + Ha. Ḣa and Ha also
include attack messages Ad.

When the robot a shares its new trajectory xc
a(t) and speed

ẋc
a(t) to its neighbor robots a+1 and a−1, the control protocols

of robots a + 1 and a − 1 are also influenced by attack mes-
sages Ad. Then, the control protocols of robot a + 1 and a − 1
can be rewritten as uc

a+1(t) and uc
a−1(t), respectively. The new

control protocols uc
a+1(t) and uc

a−1(t) further influence speeds
and trajectories of robot a + 1 and a − 1. Then, speeds and
trajectories of robot a + 1 and a − 1 also include attack mes-
sages Ad and are further transmitted to their neighbors. Thus,
the attack messages Ad spread among robots.

Under displacement attacks, all robots i have new control
protocol uc

i (t) = ui(t)+ Ḧi, where Ḧi include attack messages
Ad and not parallel with ui(t). Based on the new control pro-
tocol uc

i (t), all robots have new trajectories xc
i (t) = xi(t)+ Hi,

where xi(t) are original trajectories and Hi are the deviation
from original trajectories. Since Ḧi are nonzero vectors and
not parallel with vectors ui(t), Hi are not parallel with original

Fig. 6. Proof of Theorem 1.

trajectories xi(t). The new trajectories xc
i (t) cannot go through

desired positions xij.
When the new error equation (13) is derived to zero asymp-

totically by the new control protocol (12), new goal-seeking
error Ec

gj(t) and new formation-synchronization error Ec
fj(t) are

all equal to zero. Ec
fj(t) = 0 if only if x̃c

ij(t) = x̃c
(i+1)j(t) for

all i. x̃c
ij(t) = x̃c

(i+1)j(t) is equivalent to xc
ij(t) − xc

(i+1)j(t) =
xij −x(i+1)j, which is only true when all robots are in the same
relative positions. Therefore, the robots still try to keep the
formation shape. For Ec

gj(t) = 0, since the trajectories xc
ij(t)

cannot go through xij, Ec
gj(t) = 0 will only be true when the

magnitude of Hi is equal to the magnitude of x̃ij(t), as shown
in Fig. 6. When Ec

gj(t) = 0, all robots arrive at positions which
are related to Hi. Theorem 1 is proved.

Theorem 2: Based on basic Assumptions A1–A3, under
speed attacks, the trajectories of robots are the same as the
original trajectories. All robots still can arrive predefined xij in
formation patterns Pj but spend different time compared to the
case without attacks. The robots can maintain the formation
shape.

Proof of Theorem 2: The speed attacks transmit smaller
speed vectors than original speed vectors to one robot. Suppose
that robot a directly receives the speed attack messages As

from robot a−1. Similar to the Proof of Theorem 1, the control
protocol of robot a also can be rewritten as uc

a(t) = ua(t)+ Ḧ
form, where Ḧa = Df (As − ẋa−1(t)). However, since the attack
message As is parallel with both original speed information
ẋa−1(t) and original control protocol ua(t), Ḧ is parallel with
the original control protocol ua(t). Then, the new control pro-
tocol can be written as uc

a(t) = Qaua(t), where Qa is a scalar.
Qa ∈ (0, 1) since speed vectors in attack messages are smaller
than original speed vectors.

The input–output dynamics of each robot is described in
(11). For speed attacks, the input–output dynamics of robot
a can be rewritten as v̇c

a(t) = uc
a(t) = Qaua(t) and ẋc

a(t) =
vc

a(t) = Qava(t). The trajectories are xc
i (t) = Qixi(t).

When the robots move toward xij from xi(j−1), the robot
trajectories xi(t) are monotone functions. Since Qi is a nonzero
scalar, there exist xi(t + T) = xc

i (t) = Qixi(t), T > 0 when
Qi ∈ (0, 1). ∵ xc

i (t) = xi(t+T), ∴ x̃c
ij(t) = x̃ij(t+T). Therefore,

the new error equation (13) Ec
j (t) is equal to original error

equation (5) Ej(t + T). Since Ec
j (t) can be derived to zero

by uc
i (t) = Qiui(t), the original error equation Ej(t + T) also

can be derived to zero by uc
i (t) = Qiui(t). Ej(t + T) → 0
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Fig. 7. Trajectories of robots (without attacks).

means that under speed attacks, all robots still can satisfy the
two original control objectives but need more time T to arrive
desired positions. Theorem 2 is proved.

Remark 3: The above theoretical analyses and theorems are
not limited to the attacks in Section III. In the system, the con-
trol protocol (6) is a linear equation. When the one of control
information x̃(i−1)j(t), ẋi−1, x̃(i+1)j(t), or ẋi+1 is modified or
replaced. The control protocol under attacks always can be
rewritten as uc

i (t) = ui(t)+ Ḧi forms or uc
i (t) = Qiui(t) forms.

Therefore, if researchers propose some new attacks under
basic Assumptions A1–A3, they can utilize above theorems
to analyze the attacks.

C. Extension of Attack Analyses

To extend attack analyses with a general undirected com-
munication topology, we revise the control protocol (6) as
follows.

ui(t) = −Kgx̃ij(t)− Dgẋi(t)− Kf

N∑

k=1

aik
(
x̃ij(t)− x̃kj(t)

)

− Df

N∑

k=1

aik(ẋi(t)− ẋk(t)) (16)

where aik = 1 denotes that robot i and robot k exchange con-
trol information with each other; otherwise, we have aik = 0.
Moreover, aik = 1 indicates that there exists an undirected
path between robot i and robot k. To extend attack analyses,
we make another assumption as follows.

A4: The undirected communication topology of robot for-
mation is connected, that is, there is an undirected path
between each pair of robots.

Remark 4: Assumption A4 is rational since most forma-
tion control papers with undirected communication topologies
are also based on the same assumption [39]–[41]. Assumption
A4 guarantees that each robot can receive information from
at least one another robot. To achieve objects of formation
control, this assumption is a necessary condition.

When control information xi(t), vi(t), or ui(t) are influenced
by attack messages, we add a superscript c on the information,
such as xc

i (t). Consider that a communication channel of robot
p is compromised by an attacker and the attacker transmits
attack messages to robot p. The attack messages poison the
control protocol of robot p and the control protocol can be

rewritten as uc
p(t). Based on (4), we can obtain xc

p(t) and vc
p(t)

of robot p. Then, the robot p transmits xc
p(t) and ẋc

p(t) to its
all neighbor robots with apk = 1. Therefore, control protocols
of neighbors of robot p are also poisoned by attack messages.
Since the communication topology is connected, the influence
of attack messages can spread in the robot swarm. The control
protocols of all robots are influenced by attack messages and
the entire systems can be rewritten as (11).

Corollary 1: If the undirected communication topology of
robot formation is connected, Theorems 1 and 2 are still hold.

Proof of Corollary 1: Suppose that a compromised commu-
nication channel is between robot p and robot q. An attacker
utilizes the compromised communication to transmit displace-
ment attack messages Ad or speed attack messages As to
robots.

For displacement attacks, the control protocol of robot p
can be rewritten as

uc
p(t) = −Kgx̃p(t)− Dgẋp(t)− Kf apq

(
x̃pj(t)− Ad

)

− Kf

N∑

k=1,k �=q

apk
(
x̃pj(t)− x̃kj(t)

)

− Df

N∑

k=1

apk
(
ẋp(t)− ẋk(t)

)
(17)

where apq = 1.
Then, we can obtain that uc

p(t) − up(t) = Kf (Ad − x̃qj(t)),
which is the same as (15). The following proof process is the
same as proof of Theorem 1. Similarly, for speed attacks, we
can obtain uc

p(t)−up(t) = Df (As − ẋq(t)). The following proof
process is the same as proof of Theorem 1. Corollary 1 is
proved.

V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

In this section, the experimental results are provided to
demonstrate the original system in Section II and the attack
effects in Section III. The experimental results are consistent
with the theoretical analyses in Section IV-B.

The parameters of the control protocol (6) are defined as
Kg = 0.5I2, Dg = I2, Kf = 5I2, and Df = I2 [26].
Suppose a scenario that three robots are at initial posi-
tions P0={(0, 3), (0, 0), (3, 0)}. The robots are commanded
to move through a series of formation patterns: Pj =
{(3j − 3, 3j + 3), (3j − 3, 3j − 3), (3j + 3, 3j − 3)}, where j =
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and j denotes numbers of formation patterns. The
formation patterns update when Ej(t) < �. � is a threshold
value. For all the results shown in this article, � = 1.

A. Formation Without Attacks

In Fig. 7, x marks are desired positions of formation pat-
terns. When three robots move without attacks, robots can
arrive at a series of formation patterns Pj by using control
protocol (6).

B. Displacement Injection Attacks

Three robots intend to move as a trajectory in Fig. 7.
However, when the robots arrive at P2, the communication
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Fig. 8. Displacement injection attacks.

channel between robot #3 and robot #1 is compromised. The
displacement vectors from robot #3 is continually injected a
vector xa = (1, 0). Then, the attack messages directly transmit
to the robot #1. Since xa = (1, 0) is not parallel with orig-
inal displacement vectors, the trajectories of the entire robot
swarm are deviated toward the direction that is related to the
injected vector, as shown in Fig. 8. The injected vector causes
that E(t) cannot decrease small enough to satisfy the threshold
value �.

C. Path-Hijacking Attacks

Three robots intend to move as a trajectory in Fig. 7.
However, when the robots arrive at P2, the robot #3 con-
tinually receives attack messages ξ . To verify the effects of
parameters b and α, we design three comparative experiment
cases. In case 1, b = 2 and α = π/2, as shown in Fig. 9(a).
In case 1, robots deviate some distance to the left direction.
In case 2, b = 2 and α = −π/2, as shown in Fig. 9(b). In
case 2, robots deviate the same distance as case 1, but toward
the right direction. In case 3, b = 4 and α = π/2, as shown in
Fig. 9(c). In case 3, robots shift double distance to the left than
the distance in case 1. The three comparative cases illustrate
that b can change the deviation distance of robots and α can
change deviation directions of robots. Therefore, attackers can
modify the path of robots through sequential different attack
messages ξ .

D. Destination-Hijacking Attacks

Three robots intend to move as a trajectory in Fig. 7.
However, when the robots arrive at P2, the robot #3 contin-
ually receives attack messages η. Let the predefined region
is a circle with 7-m radius at the center point θ = (35, 10).
Under hijacking attacks with attack messages η, three robots
move toward θ and finally, stay around the predefined region,
as shown in Fig. 10.

E. Speed Attacks

Before speed attacks, three robot speeds are shown in
Fig. 11(a). For the situation without attacks, robot speeds
decrease when robots move toward their desired positions xij
since the magnitude of robot speeds is determined by the dis-
placement vectors x̃ij(t). Once all robots arrive at xij, they
update formation patterns and generate new speeds to move

Fig. 9. Path-hijacking attacks. (a) Case 1: b = 2 and α = π/2. (b) Case 2:
b = 2 and α = −π/2. (c) Case 3: b = 4 and α = π/2.

toward xi(j+1). Since the distance between P1 and P5 is equal,
robots have the same peak values of speeds and spend the
same time for each distance interval.

However, when the robots arrive at P1, the communication
channel between robot #1 and robot #3 is compromised.
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Fig. 10. Destination-hijacking attacks.

Fig. 11. Speeds of robots. (a) Robot speeds without speed attacks.
(b) Proportionally reduce-speed attacks. (c) Gradually reduce-speed attacks.

For proportionally reduce-speed attacks, the attacker contin-
ually transmits attack messages τ = cẋ1(t) to robot #3, where
c = 0.5. As shown in Fig. 11(b), when robots move from P1 to
P5 under-speed attacks τ , robots have the same peak values
of speeds, which are lower than original systems. The time
to reach each formation pattern is the same for each distance
interval, but more than original systems.

For gradually reduce-speed attacks, the attacker continually
transmits attack messages ε = edtẋ1(t) to robot #3, where
d = 0.9 and e = 0.2. As shown in Fig. 11(c), when robots
move from P1 to P5 under speed attacks ε, the peak values of
robot speeds are lower and lower. For each distance interval,
the robot speeds gradually decrease and the time to reach each
formation pattern gradually increases.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we proposed displacement attacks and speed
attacks with a target to a classical formation multirobot system.
The displacement attacks can remotely change robot tra-
jectories. The speed attacks can reduce robot speeds and

increase work time. The proposed attacks further include dif-
ferent attack forms to achieve different attack effects. The
displacement-bias attacks can make robots deviate from origi-
nal trajectories. The displacement-hijacking attacks can hijack
robots to achieve remote control. The speed attacks can reduce
speeds proportionally or gradually. The proposed attacks are
based on MITM attacks. We also adopt and discuss jam-
ming attacks on the system. In addition, to understand how
cyber attacks influence robot mobilities, we study the control
objectives and system features. Based on theoretical analyses
about what are the attack effects on control objectives, we
further provide some theoretical studies. The theorems can
verify proposed attack effects in theory. We design a series
of experiments and the experimental results also match the
theorems.

Since most previous researchers suppose that attacks aim
to destabilize systems dynamics by intercepting communica-
tion (DoS attacks) or injecting false data (false-data injection
attacks), our future work will design more various attacks,
which can achieve attack purposes and not destabilize systems.
Furthermore, as our future work, suitable countermeasure
strategies for these attacks will be studied.
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